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As conversion-type cathode materials, transition-metal chlorides are known to suffer from dissolution in organic solvents. However, our previous investigation revealed that in the Li/CuCl2 battery, the dissolution of CuCl2/C cathode materials could be suppressed by using LiPF6/methyl difluoroacetate (MFA; CHF2COOCH3) electrolyte. Consequently, its capacity decline was lessened by raising the charged voltage. Herein we examine the re-conversion reaction cathode of Cu/LiCl instead of the conversion reaction cathode of CuCl2/C. The charge-discharge characteristics of both electrodes are reported. The Cu/LiCl electrode with LiPF6/MFA could charge and discharge without carbon additives.
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1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are widely used as electrical energy storage components for portable electronic devices, electric vehicles (EVs), electrical energy storage system (ESS or ESS), and electric power control system of photovoltaic and/or wind-turbine power generation. In particular, the portable devices and EVs require light weight, compact LIBs with good long-term performance.

While the demand for LIBs with higher energy density continues1-3), the electrical energy density of conventional LIBs is already approaching the theoretical limit of the electrode materials, whose Li storage capacity is limited by the number of available sites in the host lattice, and by the redox competition with other phases. Therefore, it is indispensable to develop high energy density LIBs based on new concepts. Among the many studies on improving the cathode, anode, and electrolyte materials in LIBs4-10), cathodes based on conversion reaction can offer greatly increased capacity compared to intercalation-based cathodes. These cathode materials are completely changed in their structure and chemical identity during charge-discharge. If this feature can be used adequately, such cathodes may yield extremely high capacity via the following general electrochemical conversion reaction between the cathode material and Li-ions7):

\[ \text{M}_a\text{X}_b + n\text{Li}^+ + n\text{e}^- \rightarrow b\text{Li}_a\text{X} + a\text{M} \quad [1] \]

where M is a transition metal (Cu, Fe, Co, Ni, Bi, etc.), X is an anion (O, F, S, N, P, etc.), b is the formal oxidation state of X, and n = 1–3.

Until now, very few studies have considered transition-metal chlorides for conversion-based LIBs. The reason is that they are soluble in many non-aqueous electrolytes11),12), leading to increased self-discharge. However, our recent investigations showed that the LiPF6/methyl difluoroacetate (MFA) electrolyte is effective for suppressing self-discharge in Li/CuCl2 batteries13). Li/CuCl2 batteries are promising in terms of their high voltage (3.07 V vs. Li+/Li) and high capacity (399 mAh g⁻¹) due to the 2-electron redox reaction

\[ \text{CuCl}_2 + 2\text{Li}^+ + 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{Cu} + 2\text{LiCl} \]

They also have the characteristics of lower overvoltage during discharge and charge, compared to any Li/transition-metal fluorides14)-25), sulfides26)-40), and oxides41)-54) used in conversion-based LIBs. Additionally, the majority of published studies in this area focus on discharge starting from the MaXb electrode, while those about charge starting from the M/Li nX electrode are few55),56). In the CuCl2 electrode based on conversion reaction, the Li⁺ ions need to be supplied by the lithium metal anode. In contrast, Li⁺ is already included in the Cu/LiCl electrode based on re-conversion reaction. Hence, the latter could allow the use of graphite instead of lithium metal anode, thereby improving the battery safety. Moreover, since the conventional intercalation-type lithium ion batteries also...
use graphite anodes, their energy density can be dramatically increased by merely switching the cathode to the Cu/LiCl electrode. Thirdly, the Cu/LiCl electrode initially contains the highly conductive copper, therefore it has a lower need of carbon for conductivity, further increasing the energy density. Additionally, LiPF6/MFA is known to improve the thermal stability of LIBs. Thus, the combination of re-conversion-based LIBs with Cu/LiCl cathode and the LiPF6/MFA electrolyte could improve not only the electrical energy density, but also the safety of LIBs.

Based on previous characterization of the CuCl2/C electrode with LiPF6/MFA, in this work we first evaluate the effect of raising the charged upper limit voltage from 3.6 to 4.0 V. Then the Cu/LiCl electrode was investigated as a re-conversion reaction cathode with LiPF6/MFA in LIBs. The mechanisms of the re-conversion reaction, and the fundamental characteristics of the charge and discharge processes were examined. The reaction mechanisms of CuCl2/C and Cu/LiCl electrodes were also discussed.

2. Experimental

Cu/LiCl electrodes and LiPF6/MFA electrolytes were prepared under inert gas and dry conditions (O2 concentration: < 1 ppm; dew point: < -80 °C) inside an Ar-filled glove box (Miwa Mfg. Co. Ltd.). The cathode Cu/LiCl electrodes were prepared by mixing Cu powder (Kojundo Chemical Laboratory Co. Ltd., CUE08PB), anhydrous LiCl (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC, 429457-25G), and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE; Du Pont-Mitsui Fluorochemicals Co. Ltd., 61) in two different weight ratios (Cu:LiCl:PTFE = 40:50:10 and 25:65:10). Prior to mixing, LiCl was crushed in a mortar and rolled into 150 μm-thick sheets. Discs 5 mm in diameter were punched out of the composite sheets, and then pressed onto a Pt mesh (Sanwakinzoku Co., 100 mesh) at 10 MPa pressure to prepare the Cu/LiCl electrodes. The CuCl2/C electrodes were prepared as described in a previous paper. The carbon material used was acetylene black (AB, DENKA BLACK). The composition was CuCl2:AB:PTFE = 70:25:5 in weight. Pure lithium foil (thickness: 200 μm, Honjo Metal Co. Ltd.) was used as the counter electrode.

MFA (Tokyo Chemical Industry Co. Ltd.) was used as the electrolyte solvent, and its water content was ≤ 50 ppm and the purity was > 99%. The salt LiPF6 was dissolved in MFA at 2.2 mol L−1, a concentration found to produce the lowest self-discharge in our previous study. A three-electrode electrochemical cell (EC Frontier Co. Ltd.) was used for the charge and discharge measurements. The cathode, counter electrode, and Li metal wire (ϕ = 1 mm, Honjo Metal Co. Ltd.) reference electrode were assembled in an Ar-filled glove box. Measurements of the electrochemical cell were performed sequentially in the glove box at room temperature with a potentiogalvanostat (Bio-Logic Science Instruments SAS, VSP-300, SP-200). The charged upper limit voltage and discharged lower limit voltage were 4.0 and 2.5 V, respectively, and the charge and discharge current rates were both 0.01 C. Here, C means a current value for completely charging (or discharging) the theoretical capacity of the battery in 1 hour.

The microstructure of the Cu/LiCl electrode surface was observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, HITACHI FE-SEM SU6600), and the element mapping was conducted by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX, HORIBA EMAX ENERGY EX-X50). The structure of the Cu/LiCl electrode was also characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker Co. D8 ADVANCE). Prior to the SEM-EDX and XRD measurements, the electrochemical cell was disassembled. The Cu/LiCl electrode was rinsed with MFA and dried in Ar-filled glove box before placement in the vessel and/or sample holder.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Discharge-charge electrochemical profiles of CuCl2/C electrode

The fundamental electrochemical reactions of Li/CuCl2 batteries are the following redox reaction equations [2] and [3], which sum up to reaction [4]:

- \[ \text{CuCl}_2 + \text{Li}^+ + \text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{Cu} + 2\text{LiCl} \] (3.07 V vs. Li+/Li) [4]
- \[ \text{CuCl} + \text{Li}^+ + \text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{Cu} + \text{LiCl} \] (2.74 V vs. Li+/Li) [3]
- \[ \text{CuCl}_2 + 2\text{Li}^+ + 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{Cu} + 2\text{LiCl} \] (3.07 V vs. Li+/Li) [4]

Our previous study reported the cycling performance of the Li/CuCl2 batteries with 2.2 mol L−1 LiPF6/MFA. The charge-discharge conditions were: charged upper limit voltage: 3.6 V, discharged lower limit voltage: 2.5 V, and discharge and charge currents: 0.01 C. In the first discharge process, the first clear plateau at 3.4 V was attributed to the Cu reduction reaction [2], and the second clear plateau at 2.7 V to the Cu reduction reaction [3]. These reactions indicate that the typical electrochemical reaction of Li/CuCl2 batteries is the 2-electron redox reaction of CuCl2 according to equation [4]. Both reactions [2] and [3] were reflected clearly in the discharge profiles. Most remarkably, there was scarcely any overvoltage. Such effective control of the dissolution of cathode materials would allow the discharge and charge of the CuCl2/C electrode as a conversion reaction cathode.

However, during the first charge, the charged capacity was about 230 mAh g−1, which was merely about half of the theoretical capacity of the Li/CuCl2 battery (399 mAh g−1). The second discharge capacity was similarly reduced. In the second cycle, the capacity declined significantly especially at the 3.4 V plateau, due to the disproportionation reactions with co-existing Cu2+, Cu+, and Cu0. Consequently, CuCl2 was not formed or deposited on the electrode in the first cycle, according to the X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) analysis results. Only CuCl and Cu were detected in the cathode electrode under
the fully charged condition. Based on these results, the charged upper limit voltage was raised from 3.6 to 4.0 V in the current study to promote the formation and deposition of CuCl2.

Fig. 1 shows the cycling performance of the Li/CuCl2 battery with LiPF6/MFA and the charged upper limit voltage of 4.0 V. After the first charge following the first discharge, the charged capacity (based on the weight of CuCl2) rose from 230 to about 280 mAh g⁻¹. Raising the charged voltage clearly changed the appearance of the plateau at 3.4 V during discharge that is attributed to reaction [2], thereby substantially reducing the capacity decline during the second discharge. A few shoulder peaks were observed between 3.6–4.0 V under the higher charge voltage. They may correspond to electrochemical reactions that promoted the formation of CuCl2.

Fig. 1: Discharge and charge profiles of the CuCl2/C electrode in 2.2 mol L⁻¹ LiPF6/MFA, with the charged upper limit voltage of 4.0 V at 0.01C (0.071mA/cm²).

3.2 Charge-discharge electrochemical profiles of Cu/LiCl electrode

The above discussion focused on the discharge-charge characteristics of the discharge-starting CuCl2/C electrode as a conversion reaction cathode. Now we examine the fundamental charge-discharge characteristics of the charge-starting Cu/LiCl electrode as a re-conversion reaction cathode. The Cu/LiCl electrode originally contained copper, which could function in place of carbon as a highly conductive material. Therefore, first we investigate the characteristics of the Cu/LiCl electrode without added carbon.

Prior to the charge and discharge measurements, cyclic voltammetry (CV) scans were recorded at a rate of 0.01 mV s⁻¹ to confirm the oxidation and reduction potentials of the Cu/LiCl electrode (Cu:LiCl:PTFE = 40:50:10) with LiPF6/MFA. As shown in Fig. 3, the CV profiles are very simple and clearly reflect the electrochemical characteristics of Li/CuCl2 batteries.

In the first cycle, the Cu oxidation and reduction were largely unobservable. However, two oxidation peaks and one reduction peak were clearly observed after the second cycle. This indicates that the Cu/LiCl electrode had poor conductivity during the first charge-discharge cycle, possibly due to the large particle size (1 μm) in the initial copper powder. After the second cycle, a higher electric current flow was observed, because the dispersed copper nanoparticles formed by the first re-conversion reaction increased the conductivity of the electrode.

On the oxidation side, the first sharp oxidation peak of the Cu/LiCl electrode is attributed to reaction [3], and the second broad oxidation at around 3.6 V is attributed to reaction [2]. As discussed earlier, disproportionation reactions (i.e., Cu²⁺ + Cl⁻ ↔ CuCl and Cu⁺ + e⁻ ↔ Cu) could occur with the coexistence of Cu²⁺, Cu⁺, and Cu⁰, and CuCl is close to an electrical insulator, thereby making...
the synthesis of CuCl₂ difficult during the charge process, and limiting the charge just over ~200 mAh g⁻¹.

On the reduction side, only one distinguishable sharp reduction peak was observed and attributed to reaction [3]. It is believed that the formation of CuCl₂ is obstructed by the disproportionation reactions, and only CuCl was formed/reduced during the charge/discharge processes according to X-ray absorption fine structure analysis. This is also suggested by the fact that the charge and discharge capacities were only about 200 mAh g⁻¹.

Fig. 4 shows the charge and discharge profiles of the Cu/LiCl electrode (Cu:LiCl:PTFE = 40:50:10) with LiPF₆/MFA. From the results of Fig. 3, the charged upper limit and discharged lower limit voltages were 4.0 and 2.5 V, respectively. The capacity is based on the total weight of Cu and 2LiCl, which is the stoichiometric ratio to synthesize CuCl₂ in the cathode electrode. As mentioned earlier, the initial Cu and LiCl mixture had poor conductivity as the coarse copper particles did not form a sufficient electron path. Therefore, the charged voltage was high in the first Cu oxidation process and the charged capacity was low, making the total profiles shift to the negative side.

The capacity increased gradually during repeated charge and discharge as fine copper particles precipitated. However, after five cycles, this capacity decreased slowly. This is attributed to the slight dissolution of Cu and/or LiCl in the electrolyte, as well as changes in the cathode material structure accompanying the anion (Cl⁻) exchange peculiar to the re-conversion reaction. The most characteristic feature observed in Fig. 4 is that, while the first clear plateau was attributed to the Cu oxidation reaction [3], the second plateau at ~3.4 V had a mild slope without clear plateau (similar to the first plateau at 2.7 V) that would be attributed to reaction [2].

The electrochemical reactions, such as CuCl ⇌ Cu²⁺ + Cl⁻ + e⁻ (3.6 V vs. Li⁺/Li), and/or Cu ⇌ Cu⁺ + e⁻ (3.6 V vs. Li⁺/Li) would occur at the same time in the charge process. In the discharge process, an initial plateau at ~3.4 V corresponding to [2] was visible, but the plateau was not extended. Only the plateau due to reaction [3] was clearly observed.

These behaviors are attributed to the copper disproportionation reactions. Accordingly, the utilization of copper stayed at nearly 50%, which is the same as that for the CuCl₂/C electrode in the charge process. The charge-discharge profiles of the Cu/LiCl electrode are very simple compared with those of the CuCl₂/C electrode, especially the absence of the shoulder at 3.2 V. It is thought that carbon in the electrode caused side reactions and affected the charge and discharge.

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the SEM images and EDX elemental mapping results of Cu, Cl, and F in the Cu/LiCl electrode (Cu:LiCl:PTFE = 40:50:10), both in pristine condition and after 10 cycles of charge-discharge measurements at the constant current rate of 0.01 C (0.19mA/cm²). During cycling, highly dispersed copper and LiCl nanoparticles precipitated visibly in the cathode electrode. After 10 cycles, connected cluster particles of Cu and LiCl about 5 μm in size were formed. These finely dispersed, connected clusters maintained good conductivity in place of added carbon.
seems to be affected by repeated charge-discharge re-conversion reactions. The self-precipitation process, and the control of disproportionation reactions of copper would permit the Cu/LiCl electrode to function as a charge-starting cathode in re-conversion-based LIBs without added carbon for conductivity. Nevertheless, since the structure of the cathode based on re-conversion reaction changes during each charge and discharge process, the cathode performance depends greatly on the experimental conditions, such as the mixing of electrode materials, the current rate, and the temperature.

Fig. 7 shows the charge and discharge profiles of the Cu/LiCl electrode with excess LiCl (Cu:LiCl:PTFE = 25:65:10) with LiPF6/MFA, using the same charged upper limit and discharged lower limit voltages as the electrode with Cu:LiCl:PTFE = 40:50:10. The content ratio of LiCl was raised to twice the stoichiometric value for synthesizing CuCl2, in order to examine how the excess chlorine element addition in cathode affects the charge-discharge profiles (especially the moderate second plateau in the charge process) and the precipitation of CuCl2. The precipitation of CuCl2 would be expected depending on the excess addition of chlorine in cathode. The capacity in Fig. 7 is based on the total weight of Cu and 4LiCl within the electrode.

The results show that increasing the amount of LiCl stabilized the charge and discharge profiles, and restrained the capacity decline. However, the initial plateau at 3.4 V that corresponds to the Cu reduction reaction [2] was not as extended as in the electrode with Cu:LiCl:PTFE = 40:50:10. The utilization of copper stayed at nearly 50%, the same as in the CuCl2/C electrode. Therefore, increasing the amount of LiCl only affected the stability of electrochemical reactions in the electrode and electrolyte.

Fig. 8 shows the SEM images and EDX elemental color maps of Cu, Cl, and F in the Cu/LiCl electrode with excess LiCl after 9.5 cycles (i.e., fully charged). When the figure is compared with that for the electrode with Cu:LiCl:PTFE = 40:50:10 (Fig. 6), the content of F element (which seems to be LiF derived from the decomposition of LiPF6) was remarkably increased, despite the different charged conditions. The electrode surface was covered by hard crystallized materials, which are thought to be LiF (derived from the decomposition of LiPF6) or LiCl. The former is deposited on the electrode due to its poor solubility. The latter is only slightly soluble in the electrolyte, therefore it re-precipitates significantly during discharge on the electrode surface. These deposits may protect the Cu/LiCl electrode surface, by hindering the dissolution of Cu and CuCl2 in the electrolyte, and constraining the structural change of the electrode during the re-conversion reaction.

Fig. 7: Charge and discharge profiles of the Cu/LiCl electrode (Cu:LiCl:PTFE = 25:65:10) with 2.2 mol L⁻¹ LiPF6/MFA at 0.01C (0.11mA/cm²).

Fig. 8: SEM image (top) and EDX elemental color maps of Cu, Cl, F, and P (bottom) in the Cu/LiCl electrode (Cu:LiCl:PTFE = 25:65:10) after 9.5 cycles of charge and discharge measurements.

Fig. 9 compares the cycling performance between these two Cu/LiCl electrodes. The discharged capacities are based on the weight of stoichiometrically synthesized CuCl2 (which is limited by the amount of copper) in each electrode. The electrode with excess LiCl had a higher initial discharged capacity which also declined slower. The difference is attributed to the excess LiCl, as well as other small variations such as the battery capacity (3.78 mAh for the electrode with Cu:LiCl:PTFE = 40:50:10 and 2.22 mAh for the one with Cu:LiCl:PTFE = 25:65:10). Additionally, when the LiCl content is higher, the coverage of the electrode surface by precipitated LiCl and LiF could suppress the dissolution of active cathode materials.

Finally, we investigate whether the Cu/LiCl electrode with excess LiCl in the fully charged condition (after 9.5 cycles) can form CuCl2. Fig. 10 shows the corresponding XRD patterns, plus typical patterns of CuCl2 and CuCl for reference. Under the fully charged condition, only CuCl and LiCl signals were detected, but not CuCl2. The absence of CuCl2 signal could be attributed to the instability of Cu²⁺ due to disproportionation reactions in the electrolyte at moderate oxidation potential (around 3.6V). The corresponding electrochemical reaction potential could be influenced by the existence of chloride ions in the solvent.
As both Cu/LiCl electrodes only reached just half of the theoretical capacity of 399 mAh g\(^{-1}\), the disproportionation reactions should also occur in both of them. To improve the performance and Cu utilization efficiency of the Cu/LiCl electrode and promote CuCl\(_2\) formation, it would be necessary to add carbon, and to control the ion concentrations in the Cu/LiCl electrode. Especially, the Cl\(^-\) ion in the electrochemical reaction field in the electrode has great influence on the copper oxidation-reduction reactions. Our next study will focus on controlling the Cl\(^-\) concentration (activity) with added carbon materials.

Fig. 9: Comparison of cycling performance between Cu/LiCl electrodes with Cu:LiCl:PTFE = 40:50:10 and 25:65:10.

Fig. 10: XRD patterns of Cu/LiCl electrode (Cu:LiCl:PTFE = 25:65:10) after 9.5 cycles. The typical XRD patterns of CuCl\(_2\) and CuCl are also shown.

4. Conclusion

We investigated the capacity and characteristics of CuCl\(_2\)/C and Cu/LiCl electrodes (as conversion and re-conversion cathodes, respectively) with higher charged voltage. The following results were obtained.

1) The CuCl\(_2\)/C electrode undergoes additional electrochemical reactions that promote the formation of CuCl\(_2\) between 3.6–4.0 V.

2) The Cu/LiCl electrode could charge-discharge without carbon additives. Cu oxidation and reduction are believed to occur due to the conductive Cu, which precipitated in the electrode to form dispersed electron path during the reaction with LiCl.

3) In the Cu/LiCl electrode, excess LiCl content can effectively stabilize the charge-discharge performance, due to its role in the condensation of fluorine-containing compounds on the electrode surface.

4) A plateau at 3.4 V during discharge was observed in both electrodes. To promote the formation of CuCl\(_2\) during charging, carbon additives may be necessary to control the ion concentrations in the electrochemical reaction field.
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